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Film workshops 
in Bangkok, 
Jakarta
Both Chevrolate 
and Mofilm, organ-
isations which host 
short film contests, 

have launched the Academy for South-
east Asian Filmmakers (ASAF) with 
workshops scheduled for Bangkok and 
Jakarta. The workshops will be a free 
three-day course to help develop film-
makers skills and will be delievered by 
experts in the local industry. Storytell-
ing skills, filmmaker theory and best 
practices are just some of the aspects 
that will be covered throughout the 
workshop, which is limited and subject 
to application. 

The workshop will take place in 
Jakarta May 11–13 and in Bangkok 
from May 13–18. Application deadline 
is March 31. 

Visit mofilm.com/ASAF to apply.

Male Ghostbusters
also in the works

Though news of the Paul Feig-led female 
Ghostbusters film was announced last 
year, Sony has also made plans for an 
all-male film franchise as well. 

A new production company, Ghost-
corps, will oversee the films, TV and 
merchandising aspect of the franchises 
with Dan Aykroyd, co-writer/star of 
the originals, joining Ivan Reitmann, 
who directed all the originals, in 
spearheading the project. So far, 
Channign Tatum is attached to star 
in the all-male film and Drew Pearce 
(Iron Man 3) will co-write the script. 

“Paul Feig’s film will be the first 
version of that, shooting in June to 
come out in July 2016. He’s got four of 
the funniest women in the world, and 
there will be other surprises to come. 
The second film has a wonderful idea 
that builds on that,” Reitmann told 
Deadline.com.

IN BRIEF

Starring: 
Will Smith,
Margot Robbie,
Rodrigo Santoro,
Adrian Martinez, 
Brennan Brown,
B.D. Wong
and Gerald McRaney.

Director:
Glenn Ficarra and
John Requa  

Running time:
104 minutes
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FILM REVIEW

T
he best con movies have a 
unsettling looseness that keep 
audiences on edge.

There’s the suave, silky 
smooth Ocean films with gran-
diose heists that take from 
the rich. Then there are the 
Nine Queens and Catch Me If 

You Can types that laude petty grifts to 
make way for the bigger scores. Though 
playing their own cons on seemingly dif-
ferent planets, all con films have a cool-
ness factor that makes audiences look 
over the cheesy aspects of each. 

Focus tries to reconcile the world of 
small and big crime while maintaining 
the tone of a romantic comedy. Seasoned 
con man Nicky “Mellow” Spurgeon (Will 
Smith) meets grifter Jess Barrett (Mar-
got Robbie) who begs him to become her 
mentor. After he lets her in his large 
web of professional confidence games, 
the two become close but forces outside 
of their control threaten to rain on their 
relationship and cash “earnings”.

The film takes the audience from 
America to the world of motor racing in 
Argentina and back. And just like tur-
bulence on the flight from Houston to 
Buenos Aires, the con hits a bumpy road 
with the audience constantly guessing 
who is playing who and with what. 

Ironically, Focus fails to home in on 
what it wants to be: a romance or a con 
film. Ultimately, it tries to be a roman-
tic comedy but the games are so inter-
twined and dependant on relationships 
it’s tough to see this as more than a dark 

comedy with good-looking people who like to have fun 
after a few martinis. 

Smith carries the film with just the right mix of 
brooding charm and elegance – similar to his role in 
Hitch – and hits all the notes of a veteran con artist 
trying to make his way. Think Danny Ocean, but less 
hollow and with much more personality. Similarly, 
Robbie’s portrayal of damsel-seemingly-in-distress 
plays well with Smith’s main character giving the film 
an (albeit) flimsy romantic backbone. 

Still, this backbone is constantly getting stretched 
out of proportion, mangled and broken when the cons 
keep getting in the way. This forces audiences to mis-
trust any bit of love and tenderness that Focus gives 
us, similar to how Confidence goes back and forth be-
tween lies and reality. 

With more twists and turns than a swing dancing 
competition, Focus clearly has trust issues. The charac-
ters can barely trust each other and the audience can’t 
trust the emotions on screen.This is what  makes Focus 
a mediocre film as it’s reliance on the big twist and 
romantic overtones belittle the small, intricate weaves 
parlayed by great characters like Liyen Tse (B.D. 
Wong) and Farhad (Adrian Martinez). 

Focus is smooth, entertaining and rewatchable – if 
only to see how those street games are done!

NEW MOVIES 
THIS WEEK... H

ere are this week’s 
coming attractions for 
SFX Coliseum Cinema 
(Central Festival) and 

SF Cinema City Jungceylon 
(Patong). For up-to-date 
movie times and tickets, visit 
booking.sfcinemacity.com.

CINDERELLA
Running time: 112 minutes
Rated: PG
When her father unexpectedly passes 
away, young Ella (Lily James) finds herself 
at the mercy of her cruel stepmother (Cate 
Blanchett) and her daughters. Never one 
to give up hope, Ella’s fortunes begin to 
change after meeting a dashing stranger 
in the woods.

RUN ALL NIGHT
Running time: 114 minutes 
Rated: R
Mobster and hit man Jimmy Conlon 
(Liam Neeson) has one night to figure 
out where his loyalties lie: with his 
estranged son, Mike (Joel Kinnaman), 
whose life is in danger, or his longtime 
best friend, mob boss Shawn Maguire 
(Ed Harris), who wants Mike to pay for 
the death of his own son.

Out: 50 Shades of Grey, Penguin and Dragon Blade
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